+ "cytotoxic" T cells are important for the immune control of HIV and the closely related simian models SIV and chimeric simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV), although the mechanisms of this control are unclear. One effect of CD8 + T cellmediated recognition of virus-infected cells is the rapid selection of escape mutant (EM) virus that is not recognized. To investigate the mechanisms of virus-specific CD8 + T cell control during immune escape in vivo, we used a real-time PCR assay to study the dynamics of immune escape in early SHIV infection of pigtail macaques. For immune escape mediated by cytolysis, we would expect that the death rate of wild type (WT) infected cells should be faster than that of EM-infected cells. In addition, escape should be fastest during periods when the total viral load is declining. However, we find that there is no significant difference in the rate of decay of WT virus compared with EM virus. Further, immune escape is often fastest during periods of viral growth, rather than viral decline. These dynamics are consistent with an epitope-specific, MHC class I-restricted, noncytolytic mechanism of CD8 + T cell control of SHIV that specifically inhibits the growth of WT virus in vivo.
+ T cell-mediated immune responses are thought to be important for the control of acute and chronic viral growth in HIV and SIV infections. This is supported by several lines of evidence: 1) CD8 + lymphocyte depletion leads to increased viral replication and accelerated disease progression in SIV-infected rhesus macaques (1, 2), 2) CD8 + T cell expansion coincides with the decrease in viral load in the acute phase of infection (3), 3) immune pressure exerted by CD8 + T cells often results in viral escape mutations (4) (5) (6) , and 4) expression of certain HLA class I alleles is strongly associated with durable disease control (7) (8) (9) . Taken together, this provides strong evidence that CD8 + T cells play a role in viral control, and that CD8 + T cell pressure causes escape.
Despite strong evidence for the role of CD8 + T cells in controlling HIV viremia and disease progression, the cellular and molecular mechanisms of this control in vivo are unclear. The proposition that viral control is mediated by CD8 + T cell lysis of infected cells is supported by in vitro studies, showing that CD8 + T cells are able to recognize and lyse cells bearing viral-derived peptides bound to host MHC (10, 11) . Similarly, in vivo studies have demonstrated clearance of SIV peptide-pulsed cells in infected animals (12) . However, the proposed cytolytic mechanism of viral control has been challenged by several studies using CD8 + lymphocyte depletion of SIV-infected macaques to analyze the viral dynamics in SIV in vivo (2, 13, 14) . The recent studies of the decay of virus under therapy in the presence and absence of CD8 + T cells have suggested that CD8 + T cells do not alter the rate of decay of productively infected cells (13, 14) . These studies of the effects of CD8 + T cell depletion are complicated by both the potential nonspecific effects of the Ab (which also depletes NK cells, for example) and the immune-activating effects of T cell depletion (15) . Although recent studies have suggested that immune activation is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce the viral load increases seen after CD8 + T cell depletion during acute SIV infection (15) , the problem of a generalized effect on immune function after CD8 + T cell depletion cannot be eliminated. An alternative to these studies of the effects of CD8 + T cell depletion is to study the effects of enhanced CD8 + T cell targeting of the viral epitopes after vaccination. Successful vaccination can increase the number of virus-specific CD8 + T cells at the peak of infection ∼10-fold compared with unvaccinated animals. This, in turn, is associated with a .10-fold reduction in peak viral load in vaccinated animals compared with control animals (16, 17) . If this control of infection were mediated by killing of infected cells, then this should result in a large reduction in infected cell life span and correspondingly more rapid decay in virus after the peak of infection (18) . However, the rate of decline of viral loads after the peak of infection is not more rapid in vaccinated than unvaccinated animals, and does not correlate with either CD8 + T cell numbers or the level of viral control (19, 20) . Thus, it is difficult to understand how vaccine-induced, virus-specific CD8 + T cells could reduce peak viral loads 10-fold through the killing of infected cells without reducing the life span of infected cells (18) . One major caveat to these studies is that viral control was observed in different animals, where the levels of virus-specific Abs and CD4 + T cells may also vary. This highlights the need for direct studies of viral dynamics in situations where the only difference in virus environment is in the level of recognition by CD8 + T cells. Early HIV and SIV infection are frequently characterized by the rapid mutation of virus and the selection of "immune escape variants" that evade CD8 + T cell recognition. We have previously characterized an immunodominant CD8 + T cell epitope in Gag (KP9) restricted through the Mane-A p 10 allele that escapes soon postinfection. We have also developed a real-time PCR assay to measure the levels of WTand escape mutant (EM) virus in vivo. This assay allows us to measure ratios of WT and EM virus down to as low as 1 in 10 4 copies. By measuring the frequency of each viral variant at the KP9 epitope over time, we can now analyze the rate of selection of the unrecognized EM virus compared with the recognized wild type (WT) virus during acute infection. Importantly, this provides an opportunity to study the effects of differential CD8 + T cell recognition on viral dynamics in a natural setting without CD8 + lymphocyte depletion. That is, we have two viral variants that differ in their recognition by KP9-specific T cells but are otherwise exposed to the same host environment. Cells infected with either variant are subject to killing because of other factors such as viral cytopathic effect, Ab-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity, NK cell killing, or the effects of T cells recognizing other epitopes. However, only the WT variant is subject to inhibition by KP9-specific CD8 T cells, causing the rapid replacement of the recognized (WT) variant by the unrecognized EM virus in the first weeks of infection. By observing the rate of replacement of WT virus by EM virus, we can measure the rate of immune escape, and thus quantify the additional immune pressure KP9-specific CD8 + T cells exert on the WT virus (compared with the unrecognized EM virus). If escape is driven by cytolysis, then the rate of immune escape should correspond to the increased rate at which cells infected with WT virus are killed relative to EM-infected cells. In contrast, escape could be driven by noncytolytic effects of KP9-specific CD8 T cells, which selectively inhibit the growth of WT virus. For example, KP9-specific T cells may act to reduce viral production by WTinfected cells. In this case, noncytolytic control should lead to WT and EM virus having similar decay rates, because they are affected equally by viral cytopathic effects and other (non-KP9-mediated) immune responses. We show that analysis of the in vivo viral dynamics during acute simian-human immunodeficiency virus (SHIV) infection supports a noncytolytic mechanism of immune control by CD8 + T cells in vivo.
Materials and Methods

Animals and infection
Escape kinetics were studied in 11 Mane-Ap10 + pigtail macaques (Macaca nemestrina) studied as part of a previously reported SHIV vaccine experiment (21) . They were infected with SHIV mn229 stock (CXCR4-tropic virus containing 10% WT and 90% K165R SIV Gag mutation [EM] ). When these animals are infected with SHIV, the immunodominant epitope recognized by CD8 + T cells is the Mane-A p 10 restricted Gag epitope KP9 164-172 (22) . The high CD8 + T cell pressure causes rapid selection of EM virus at the KP9 epitope. The K165R mutation at KP9 dominates the viral quasispecies because it affects the MHC anchor residues (22) and leads to loss of KP9-specific CD8 + T cell recognition. Seven macaques had received T cell-based vaccines (animals 5616, 6276, 6279, and 6370, DNA prime and fowlpox virus boost vaccines; animal 6349, vaccinia prime and fowlpox virus boost vaccine; 5614 and 6351, DNA vaccines only) before the SHIV mn229 challenge, whereas animals 5619, 5712, 6167, and 6352 served as unvaccinated control animals.
Virology and immunology studies
The dynamics of EM and WT virus at the SIV Gag KP9 epitope was measured using a quantitative real-time PCR (QRT-PCR) assay described previously (23) . In brief, the assay uses a forward primer specific for either the WT sequence or the nucleotide mutation encoding the dominant K165R KP9 EM. At each time point postinfection, 10 ml plasma RNA was reversetranscribed and then amplified by QRT-PCR using either WT or EM forward primers. A common reverse primer and FAM-labeled DNA probe were also added for quantification against the appropriate SIV Gag epitope RNA standards using an Eppendorf Realplex 4 cycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Analysis was performed using Eppendorf Realplex software. Baselines were set two cycles earlier than real reported fluorescence, and threshold value was determined by setting threshold bar within the linear data phase. Samples amplifying after 40 cycles were regarded as negative and corresponded to ,1.5 log 10 SIV RNA copies/ml plasma. One of the problems associated with the measurements of escape rates is the frequency of sampling, especially during the acute phase when viral load changes rapidly. This problem is much more severe in the escape studies in HIV, where the range in sampling periods is between 2 wk and several months (24, 25) . In our study, animals were sampled every 3-7 d up to day 28, allowing close analysis of viral dynamics. In addition, the QRT-PCR assay permits a large dynamic range over which viral loads can be assessed (allowing measurement of fractions as low as 10 24 ). This combination of frequent sampling and detecting of low levels of virus allows more accurate measurement of escape rates. However, we note that because the fitness cost in our infection model is small relative to the escape rate (22) , it may not always be possible to measure the impact of fitness cost on escape rate.
KP9-specific CD8 + T cell responses were studied on serial blood samples using a Mane-A p 10/KP9 tetramer and flow cytometry as previously described (26) . CD4 T cell depletion in peripheral blood was analyzed by flow cytometry as previously described (27) .
Estimating escape rate from experimental data 
The growth rate is the average rate of exponential growth between the end points of the time interval. Negative growth rate implies decay. In the time interval between t s and t e , escape rate is defined (22, 28) 
where z(t) = W(t)/M(t). The escape rate represents the net effect of the WT-specific CD8 + antiviral effect on the virus (A w ), as well as the relative growth of the two strains. We have previously shown that the WT virus has a significant growth advantage over EM virus in the absence of WTspecific CD8 + T cell recognition (the "fitness cost" of escape) (22, 28 where T(t s , t e ) is the average number of CD4 + T cells in the interval, and r W0 2 r M is the replicative advantage of WT virus without immune selection at the mutant epitope. We have found previously that (r W0 2 r M )T 0 , where T 0 is the baseline plasma CD4 + T cell count, does not differ much between the animals infected by SHIV mn229 , and is, on average, equal to 0.387/d. We used this value to estimate the second term on the right-hand side in Equation 3. The method of estimating the WT-specific antiviral effect is described in detail by Petravic and colleagues (28) .
Modeling the dynamics of viral escape
The simplest model of escape is based on the standard model of virus dynamics (29, 30) , with WT (W) and EM (M) competing for infection of target cells,
In Equation 4 , T is the time-dependent number of uninfected CD4 + T cells that are targets for infection by the virus, and represents the common environment in which both strains grow. In this infection, we used a CXCR4-tropic virus, which targets both naive and memory CD4 + T cells, so that the CD4 + T cell number in blood is a good measure of available target cells.
I W and I M are the cells infected by WT and EM, respectively. The infectivities k W and k M characterize the rate of infection of target cells by WT or EM, and d W and d M are the death rates of cells infected by WT or EM, respectively. Production rates of free WT and EM virus are p W and p M , whereas we assume that the free virus clearance rate, c, does not depend on viral strain. This model implies not only a simple dynamics of target cells, infected cells, and virus, but also neglects the possibility of the properties of WT and EM virus changing in time because of compensatory mutations. We have also neglected the mutation of EM into WT and vice versa during the course of infection.
Because the turnover of virions is generally faster than the turnover of infected cells (c .. d i , where i = W,M), the number of infected cells closely follows the viral load, I W = (c/p W )W and I M = (c/p M )M, so that the instantaneous rates of exponential growth g W and g M of WT and EM can be to a good approximation written as (31)
where r W = k W p W /c and r M = k M p M /c are the (generally time-dependent) replicative capacities of WT and EM, respectively. Replicative capacity is a compound effect of virus infectivity and production. Viral replication rate denotes the product of the replicative capacity (which is intrinsic to the viral strain) and the target cell number (r W T and r M T are the replication rates of WT and EM, respectively); this should be differentiated from the growth rates g W and g M . An escape mutation generally carries a "fitness cost," so that the replicative capacity of EM, r M , is inherently lower than the replicative capacity of WT, r W . Fitness cost of mutation is the difference in replication rates of WT and EM, (r W 2 r M )T, so that it has the strongest effect when target cells are at their highest level. Viral growth rate is the balance of replication and death. Positive values of g W and g M , when replication exceeds death, imply an increase in viral load of each type, whereas negative values imply decay. We define the instantaneous escape rate E(t) at a given time t as the difference of growth rates of EM and WT (EM growing faster because of the selective immune pressure of WT),
We assume that WT and EM sequences differ only in one epitope, and that the mutant epitope is not recognized by the KP9-specific response. Both WT-and EM-infected cells may be killed by viral cytopathic effect or immune-mediated killing through other epitopes, which might be thought of as the background death rate of infected cells.
If the CD8 + T cell antiviral effect at the WT epitope is mainly cytolytic, escape occurs when preferential killing of WT-infected cells overcomes its replicative advantage. The difference in death rates, d W 2 d M , represents the rate at which WT-infected cells are preferentially killed. However, if we allow the possibility of cytokine-mediated suppression of viral replication being epitope-specific, then a pure WT-specific noncytolytic effector function would cause escape by preferentially lowering the replicative capacity of WT from its initial value (r W0 , where r W0 . r M ) to a new value in the presence of CD8 + antiviral effect (r W , where r W , r M ) (whereas leaving the death rates of infected cells the same).
If we know the inherent difference in replicative capacities of WT and EM (without WT-specific immune response) r W0 2 r M , we can define the WT-specific antiviral effect A W as (28)
The first term on the right-hand side is escape rate-that is, the difference between the growth rates of EM and WT in the presence of WT-specific immune pressure. The second term is the difference in the WT and EM growth rates in the absence of WT-specific response (because of the fitness cost of escape). Altogether, the WT-specific antiviral effect measures the specific immune pressure exerted on the KP9 epitope. If the WT inhibition is purely cytolytic, then the WT antiviral effect is, in fact, the killing rate at the WT epitope (=d W 2 d M ), corrected for the initial growth advantage of the WT virus, at the number of remaining target cells to infect ((r W0 2 r W ) T). However, if we assume that the CD8 + T cell antiviral effect is epitopespecific, but mediates noncytolytic suppression of viral replication, then the death rates of WT and EM virus are the same. In this case, the antiviral effect is due to the decrease in WT replicative capacity (A W = (r W0 2 r W ) T), and thus scales with target cell number.
In the case of pure cytolysis Equation 6 implies that the maximum escape rate is at the lowest CD4 + T cell count, T min . The lowest CD4 + T cell level marks the maximum decay rate of total viral load, V = W + M. Therefore, the fastest immune escape rate should be during viral decay after the peak viral load. Similarly, in an earlier study of escape dynamics in SIV (25) , it was pointed out that maximum escape caused by cytolysis should be expected during the period of "reduced viral replication," that is, during viral decay.
This expectation relies on the assumption that, in the absence of WT-specific immune pressure, fitness cost of escape mutation will be directly proportional to CD4 + T cell number. We have studied reversion of the same virus to WT in Mane-A p 10 2 animals, where the reversion rate is equivalent to the fitness cost of mutation (or the difference in replication rates of the two viral strains). We have shown that reversion rate is indeed directly proportional to CD4 + T cell numbers measured in blood (28) . Maximum escape rate of a viral variant should not be confused with the maximum probability of a mutation surviving and growing, which is during high viral replication in the context of incomplete immunologic pressure (28, 32) . Because in SHIV mn229 the mutation is already present in the inoculum, this eliminates the effects associated with the probability and time of appearance of mutation. The change of the WT/EM ratio is then governed by the interplay of immune pressure and availability of the CD4 + T cells.
In the interval of the highest escape rate (when T = T min ), the first term on the right-hand side of Equation 5 for viral load slope is at its minimum, so that the decay rate of a viral strain after the peak follows the death rate of infected cells to a good approximation. Consequently, we expect the decay rate of EM to be noticeably lower than the decay rate of WT when immune response is purely cytolytic.
In the case when the SHIV-specific CD8 + T cell response is purely
, maximum escape happens at high target cell count, so that the maximum escape rate should be during viral growth. In addition, the decay of WT after the peak should be similar to decay of EM.
Results
WT virus does not decay more rapidly than EM virus
Infection of macaques with SHIV leads to the rapid growth of virus, followed by a peak and decline of virus approximately after day 14. We have previously determined that the SHIV mn229 challenge stock contains a mix of 10% WT and 90% EM virus at the KP9 epitope, and studied that rate of immune escape and reversion in SHIV mn229 -infected animals and the impact of vaccination (22, 23, 32) . In this work, we analyzed Mane-A p 10 + pigtail macaque animals included within a previously reported SHIV vaccine study (21) . The rate of immune escape is a measure of how rapidly the proportion of EM virus increases relative to WT virus (irrespective of total viral loads). We also measured the absolute growth rate of total virus or the WT and EM strains simply by measuring the rate at which the strain grows or decays between two sampling times.
Consistent with our previous studies, the average rate of decay of total virus from its peak was 0.69 6 0.08 d
21
, equating to a halflife of 1.0 d. Immune escape is measured by comparing the levels of WT and EM viruses using an real-time PCR assay (Fig. 1) However, when we compared the maximum rates of decay of WT and EM virus during acute infection, we found they were not significantly different (Fig. 2A) . Although there was considerable variation in the measured decay rates between animals, the trend was toward a greater decay rate of EM virus, rather than faster decay of WT virus (median decay rate of EM virus was 0.71 d
, and of WT virus was 0.59 d
; p = 0.0534). Thus, the differences in death rates do not combine to produce the observed decay rate and do not fit a conceptual model where CD8 + T cell activity shortens the life span of cells infected with WT virus. A noncytolytic mechanism of immune escape would imply that WT-and EMinfected cells die at the same rate, but that CD8 + T cells mediate viral control by reducing the infection rate of new cells or reducing viral production from infected cells, and that they would do so preferentially for WT as compared with EM viruses. In either case, we would predict that the decay rates of WT and EM cells should be the same, consistent with our experimental data.
Similarly, if escape rate were driven by a difference in the death rates of WT-and EM-infected cells, then we might expect that the difference in maximum WT and EM decay rates should determine the maximum rate of escape. However, if we compare the maximum escape rate with the difference between maximum WT and maximum EM decay, we find that differences in decay cannot account for the rate of immune escape (Fig. 2B) . Indeed, the observed maximum escape rate (0.73 d 21 ) was faster than the decay rate of either WT or EM virus. Finally, if immune escape is driven by preferential killing of WT-infected cells, then we would expect that the maximum escape FIGURE 1. Pattern of escape at KP9 epitope in vivo. The levels of wild type (WT; blue) and escape mutant (EM) virus (red) are shown for 11 macaques. The maximum escape rate (yellow rectangles), the maximum decay rate of WT virus (orange rectangles), and the maximum decay of total viral load (green rectangles) are shown. In only 3 in 11 cases does the maximal escape rate coincide with the maximal decay rate of WT virus. In many animals, maximum escape rate occurs during a period of growth in total viral load. Animals are arranged according to the total viral growth rate at which we observe maximum escape rate, ranging from negative (decay) to positive (growth). rate should coincide in time with the maximum decay rate of WTinfected cells. However, despite analyzing samples closely spaced over time (every 2-5 d during the first 4 wk), only in 3 of 11 animals does maximum escape coincide with maximum WT decay (where orange and yellow rectangles coincide in Fig. 1) . Indeed, almost half of the animals have maximal immune escape during periods of viral growth (5616-6370 in Fig. 1 are all during total viral growth).
The fastest immune escape occurs during periods of high viral growth
The absence of any difference in the maximum decay rates of WT and EM virus prompted us to examine the speed and timing of immune escape in our cohort (Fig. 1) , and to apply a mathematical modeling approach to understanding these dynamics. The dynamics and timing of immune escape were highly variable between animals. In four animals (Fig. 1, animals 6352, 6279 , 6176, and 6351), the maximum rate of immune escape occurred during periods when both viruses were decaying, and the WT virus was decaying more quickly than the EM virus. Interestingly, in some of these cases (see, for example, animals 6279 and 6176 in Fig. 1 ), although EM was decaying more slowly than WT during this period, the maximum decay rate of EM occurred at another time and was similar to the maximum decay rate of WT virus. Only in 1 of 11 cases did the maximum WT decay rate appear substantially faster than the maximum EM decay rate (animal 5616).
If escape is driven by cytolysis, we expect that the maximum escape will occur when the effects of killing WT-infected cells are strongest (i.e., when the decay of total viral load is fastest). However, the maximum escape coincided with maximal viral load decay in only 2 of 11 animals. By contrast, if escape is driven by noncytolytic mechanisms limiting WT viral growth, then we expect to see the fastest escape during periods of viral growth. Consistent with the noncytolytic mechanism, in a number of animals, the most rapid immune escape occurred during periods when either both EM and WT viruses were growing (but EM growing faster than WT; 2/11 animals) or total viral load (and EM virus) was growing and WT virus decaying (3/11 animals). To better understand these dynamics, we modeled the effects of cytolytic and noncytolytic control of virus by CD8 + T cells, and the impact on viral dynamics.
The observed dynamics of virus are the net effect of both viral replication (caused by the infection of new CD4 + T cells) and viral decay (caused by the natural death of infected cells, or CD8 + T cell killing of infected cells). In the absence of WT-specific CD8 + T cell effects (i.e., in animals lacking the correct MHC), the WT virus has a faster growth rate, because of the fitness cost of the escape mutation (22) . This replicative advantage of WT virus scales with the number of remaining CD4 + T cells available to be infected (28) . Thus, if CD8 + T cell effects are mediated through cytolysis of infected cells, then the maximum escape rate will be seen when CD4 + T cells are at their minimum (32) and the effects of WT replicative advantage are minimized. This is easily explained by analysis of the model, because the rate of escape is (Equation 6 in the model description in Materials and Methods):
If immune response is cytolytic, it has no impact on the replicative capacity of WT virus, which is greater than EM (WT being the fitter strain, r W . r M ), so that escape is maximum when CD4 + T cells are low. This happens when CD4 + T cells are at the minimum, which should also coincide with the peak rate of decay in total virus. At the time of the greatest escape rate, WT should decay much faster than EM (Fig. 3A) .
If CD8
+ T cell control of virus is mediated through reducing infection of new cells, or reducing viral production from currently infected cells, then the maximum escape rate is seen when viral growth rate is maximum; that is, many CD4 + T cells are available to be infected. Again, this can be understood from the model. In the case of purely noncytolytic control, death rates of WT and EM would not differ much (d W d M ), but the replicative capacity of WT would become lower than that of EM (r W , r M ), so that
In addition, noncytolytic control would not have much impact on the decay rates of WT and EM after the peak (Fig. 3B) .
To compare the predictions of the models with experimental data, we plotted the maximum escape rate for each animal against the total viral growth at the time of maximum escape (Fig. 4A) or the CD4 + T cell number at the time of maximum escape (Fig. 4B ). In agreement with the predictions of the noncytolytic model, maximum escape rate was greater when it occurred during growth of viral load than when it occurred during decay (Fig. 4A) , and was slower when the CD4 + T cell number was lower (Fig. 4B ). Another possible explanation of the fastest observed escape rate would be that it simply coincides with the highest WT-specific CD8 + T cell count. To test this hypothesis, in Fig. 4C , we plot the percentage of the maximum CD8 + T cell number, observed during the period of the maximum escape rate. Figure 4C shows that the maximum escape rate occurs at the maximum CD8 number in only two animals. Furthermore, the percentage of maximum CD8 level observed during fastest escape does not correlate with the maximum escape rate (p = 0.2366, Spearman correlation). This indicates that the variations in timing and magnitude of escape rate cannot be explained solely by variations in CD8 + T cell response.
Our model of viral escape at a single epitope describes escape rate as a balance between EM selection advantage because of WT-specific antiviral effect of CD8 + T cells and the fitness cost of escape mutation (28) . This picture predicts that, in the case of cytolytic control by CD8 + T cells, increased killing of WTinfected cells should lead to the maximum escape rate during maximum decay of total viral load. The analysis of maximum escape rate in 11 animals revealed this pattern in only two animals (6349, 5614). In contrast, we found that in around half of the animals the fastest escape is during viral load growth, a trend in the escape dynamics completely inconsistent with preferential Yellow rectangles indicate the maximum escape rate; green rectangles are at the maximum decay rate of total viral load. If the immune response is purely cytolytic, we expect the maximum escape in the acute phase to happen during the decay of virus after the peak, when the decay rate of EM is slower than the decay rate of WT (left). If it is purely noncytolytic, the fastest escape would occur during viral growth, and the decay rates of WT and EM after the peak would be similar.
cytolysis of WT-infected cells, but in agreement with noncytolytic viral control. However, the number of animals was not sufficient to obtain statistical significance just from analysis of maximum escape rate. This prompted us to investigate the relation between escape dynamics and CD8 + and CD4 + T cell levels at all available time intervals in all animals.
Because the CD8 + T cell activity is the cause of escape, we expected to see positive correlation between escape rate and the number of KP9-specific CD8 + T cells irrespective of whether the mechanism of viral control is cytolytic or noncytolytic. We measured the frequency of KP9-specific CD8 + T cells using MHC class I tetramers, and combined the data on the magnitude of KP9-specific responses and the rate of immune escape (over the subsequent time interval) for all animals over the first 8 wk of infection (Fig. 5A) . As would be predicted by either cytolytic or noncytolytic mechanisms, we found that the escape rate was significantly correlated with CD8 + T cell number. However, the fact that the fastest escape almost never coincides with the highest CD8 number suggests that escape rate is also strongly modulated by environmental effects such as CD4 + T cell availability (28, 32) . One way to differentiate between cytolytic or noncytolytic control is to determine whether the CD8 + T cell antiviral effect is correlated with the CD4 + T cell number. If the mechanism of viral control is increased killing of WT-infected cells, then WT antiviral effect exerts its impact as a difference in WT and EM death rates. This difference would correlate to the KP9-specific CD8 + , but would be independent of target (i.e., CD4 + T) cell frequency. However, if the main mechanism is noncytolytic, resulting in reduced WT replicative capacity, WT-specific antiviral effect would positively correlate with target cell numbers in addition to CD8 + T cell numbers. Positive correlation between WT-specific antiviral effect and target cell numbers is only possible for noncytolytic mechanism of virus control. The expected outcomes for the two types of CD8 response are summarized in Fig. 6 .
Next, we found the correlation between WT-specific antiviral effect and CD4 + T cell number (Fig. 5B) . In a previous study (28) of reversion at KP9 epitope, we found the difference in replicative capacities of KP9 WT and EM in the absence of WT-specific CTL response. We used this result to evaluate the WT-specific antiviral effect as described in Materials and Methods (Equation 7). The WTspecific antiviral effect compares the difference in EM and WT growth rates in the presence and absence of KP9-specific CD8 + T cell response, and thus measures the specific immune pressure exerted against the KP9 epitope. According to our model (Equation 7), it should not correlate with CD4 + T cell number if the response is cytolytic, and should correlate positively if the response is noncytolytic. Consistent with noncytolytic mechanism of virus control, WT-specific CD8 + T cell antiviral effect was significantly positively correlated with CD4 + T cell number (p = 0.0093, Spearman correlation).
Discussion
The CD8 + T cell response to HIV is crucial for immune control of the virus, and it has usually been assumed that these CD8 + CTLs control virus by direct cytolysis of HIV-infected cells. However, recent studies in SIV-infected macaques have suggested that CD8 + T cells do not alter the life span of productively infected cells in vivo, and thus control of virus in SIV infection may be driven by noncytolytic mechanisms (13, 14) . These studies are complicated by the need to deplete CD8 + T cells using Abs, and the consequent perturbation of the host environment. In this study, we analyzed the dynamics of competition between two viral quasispecies differing in their recognition of one immunodominant epitope by CD8 + T cells, in the absence of any perturbation to the host.
We found several aspects of the dynamics of viral competition and immune escape inconsistent with selective CD8 + T cell cytolysis of WT-infected cells: First, if escape were driven exclusively by increased cytolysis of WT-infected cells, then we would expect to see the decay of WT virus being equivalent to the death rate of EM cells plus the escape rate. Instead, the maximum decay rates of WT and EM viruses were similar, and the maximum difference in WT and EM decay rates was much lower than the fastest escape rate. This is consistent with a noncytolytic model of CD8 T cell control, where the death rate of infected cells is determined by viral cytopathic effect or non-CD8 immune recognition, and is constant for both EM and WT viruses.
Our modeling analysis predicts that maximum escape should occur during the decline of viral load if the main control mechanism is cytolytic, and during viral growth if the main mechanism is FIGURE 4. High escape rates occur during viral load growth and at high CD4 + T cell numbers. Circles represent the maximum escape rates occurring during viral load decay, and diamonds represent the maximum escape rates during viral decay. A, Maximum escape occurs during periods of viral growth or relatively stable viral loads. Only in one animal does the maximum escape occur during a period of high viral decay. B, Maximum escape rate occurs at high CD4 + T cell numbers, and animals with low CD4 + T cells at the time of escape show slow escape. Proportion of baseline CD4 + T cells remaining during maximum escape rate is shown. C, Maximum escape rate does not generally occur at the highest number of KP9-specific CD4 + T cells. Percentage of the maximum recorded wild type-specific CD8 + T cell number that is observed at the maximum escape rate is shown. Maximum escape rate occurs at the maximum CD8 number in only two animals, showing that the variations in escape rate cannot be explained solely by variations in CD8 response.
noncytolytic. Consistent with a noncytolytic mechanism, the fastest escape rate was often during viral growth instead of during decay, and occurred at high instead of low CD4 + T cell numbers. The model also predicts that the WT antiviral effect (i.e., the suppression of WT in the presence of specific cellular response) should not correlate with CD4 T cell number if control is cytolytic, and should correlate positively if control is noncytolytic. In agreement with the noncytolytic predictions, the WT-specific antiviral effect was positively correlated to the CD4 levels.
The most likely mechanisms of noncytolytic control of virus involve release of soluble factors such as cytokines or chemokines by CD8 + T cells after recognition of their cognate epitope. The important role of soluble factors in virus control has been extensively studied in the past in the search for the "cell antiviral factor" (CAF) (33) . These soluble factors were often thought to be secreted into the environment and acting nonspecifically against all neighboring infected cells. In fact, the very existence of immune escape has often been regarded as a proof of the importance of CD8 + T cell killing in the control of HIV/SIV infection. However, the selective control of WT virus that drives immune escape suggests that noncytolytic effects are highly specific to the WT-infected cells. This is consistent with in vitro demonstrations that the secretion of soluble factors is MHC restricted (34) . It is therefore possible that such noncytolytic effects are specifically directed to the infected cell that is recognized through TCRpeptide MHC interactions. An alternative explanation is that soluble factors act locally, but that WT and EM infection are compartmentalized, so that WT-infected cells tend to be geographically isolated from EM-infected cells (either as single cells or in clusters) (35) . In the presence of compartmentalized infection, WTinfected cells could be selectively inhibited by nonspecific secretion of cytokines into the neighborhood of WT-infected cells. An alternative mechanism to the secretion of soluble factors is that CD8 + T cells do mediate their effects via cytolysis of infected cells, but that this occurs in a "window period" between infection and the production of virus (18) . The possibility of such a mechanism is supported by studies showing that Gag-specific CD8 + T cells can recognize SIV-infected cells in vitro within hours of exposure to virus (36) . Because in our studies the assay measures only the decay of virus made by productively infected cells and not cells that are killed before release of any virions, our analysis is unable to discriminate between noncytolytic control and killing of infected cells in this window period before viral production.
Understanding the mechanisms of immune control of HIV is important to both pathogenesis and vaccine development. Our studies of the dynamics of immune escape in vivo in SHIV mn229 infection support the existence of a noncytolytic CD8 + T cellmediated, MHC class I-restricted mechanism of immune control that is highly specific for the cognate epitopes recognized by virus-specific CD8 + T cells. In this way, CD8 + T cells can drive the rapid selection of EM virus during acute infection in the absence of direct killing of infected cells. The importance of our study is the simultaneous measurement of viral dynamics in two viral strains with differential CD8 T cell recognition, but present in the same host environment and in the absence of immune manipulation. The rate of escape demonstrates the strength of T cell number for all animals (p = 0.0152, Spearman correlation). B, There is a significant correlation between WT-specific antiviral effect and CD4 + T cell availability (p = 0.0093, Spearman correlation). FIGURE 6. Escape rate depending on wild type (WT)-specific antiviral effect and target cell availability in (A) cytolytic and (B) noncytolytic immune response. Without any WT-specific immune response, WT has higher replicative capacity than escape mutant (EM) because of the fitness costs of escape. Thus, in the absence of an immune response, we see reversion to WT at a rate proportional to the target cell availability (28) (negative escape rate R shown as yellow planes). For selection of EM to be possible, the immune response has to be strong enough to overcome the fitness cost of escape mutation (green areas). In the case of a cytolytic immune response against WT virus, this is achieved by increased killing of WT-infected cells (A). The effect of WTspecific killing (the WT-specific antiviral effect A W shown as black arrows) is to shift the difference in growth rates of EM and WT in positive direction by the same amount-independent of target cell levels (green area in A). This shift does not change the negative trend of escape rate with target cell number, so that for constant level of immune response, we expect the highest escape rate when target cells are at their lowest point. In the case of noncytolytic control, the immune response reduces the replicative capacity of WT virus (B). The effect of this reduction A W (black arrows in B) is to decrease the growth rate of WT by the amount proportional to target cell number. For a constant level of immune response, we would expect the highest escape rate when target cells are the highest. In both cases, escape rate should correlate positively with the level of WT-specific CD8 + T cell response. However, only in the case of noncytolytic control is escape rate positively correlated with the level of the CD4 + T cells.
CD8 T cell control in this system, and our goal was to differentiate the mechanisms of this control. Despite the benefits of this system, it also has a number of limitations. First, this is not HIV, but rather a CXCR4 tropic SHIV infection, and thus does not prove the same mechanisms act in HIV. Clearly, a study of escape dynamics in closely sampled early HIV infection would be required to directly demonstrate this effect in human infection. However, despite the differences, infected cell dynamics and immune control appear quite similar between SHIV, SIV, and HIV. There are similar death rates of infected cells, as determined from the decay rate of virus during antiretroviral therapy (37) (38) (39) . Escape rates in CXCR4 tropic SHIV mn229 and CCR5 tropic SIV are of similar magnitudes when compared in the same phases of infection (23) . This suggests that similar mechanisms control virus in these infections, despite the differences in the subsets of susceptible T cells. It remains possible, however, that the mechanisms of immune control differ in HIV, or that cytolytic mechanisms play a more crucial role in "elite controller" individuals or macaques, or both. Another limitation of our study is the frequency of sampling, which may limit our ability to measure viral kinetics if they vary rapidly over short intervals. However, the samples were at 3-to 7-d intervals out to day 28, which is more frequent than the usual sampling period in HIV. Moreover, the extreme sensitivity of the QRT-PCR assay to detect low levels of virus gives us a large dynamic range over which viral kinetics can be compared. Thus, it seems unlikely that sampling frequency has biased out results. Finally, we have measured the kinetics of two viral strains differing at the KP9 epitope, but have not explicitly considered recognition by CD8 T cells at other epitopes, or infected cell killing by other mechanisms such as NK cells or viral cytopathic effect. We expect these nonepitope-specific factors to act equally on WT and EM viruses; thus, the death rate of EM-infected cells should reflect the sum of these "background" killing rates. The rapid escape rate indicates that WT virus is under some additional pressure, which in the case of cytolysis should be an additional killing by KP9-specific cells, on top of this background death rate. The fact that the death rate of WT and EM cells is not significantly different suggests these other factors do indeed act similarly on both strains of virus.
The results of this study and the recent CD8 depletion studies (13, 14) suggest that analyses of CD8 + T cell control of HIV during natural infection and by vaccination should focus more closely on the noncytolytic function of CD8 T cells. This is consistent with studies now suggesting that CD8 T cells capable of liberating multiple cytokines/chemokines (so-called polyfunctional T cells) are more efficient at controlling HIV infection (40) (41) (42) . Defining more carefully the particular molecules and mechanisms most responsible for noncytolytic control of HIV could lead to the more rational design of better T cell-based HIV vaccines.
